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In this paper we present a coding scheme for plane triangulations. The coding scheme
is very simple, and needs only 6n bits for each plane triangulation with n vertices. Also
with additional o(n) bits it supports adjacency, degree and clockwise neighbour queries in
constant time. Our scheme is based on a realizer of a plane triangulation. The best known
algorithm needs only 4.35n+o(n) bits for each plane triangulation. Our algorithm is simple
and needs 6n + o(n) bits for each plane triangulation.
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1. Introduction

Given a class C of graphs how many bits are needed
to encode a graph G ∈ C into a binary string SG so that
SG can be decoded to reconstruct G? If C contains nC

graphs, then for any coding scheme the average length of
SG is at least log nC

1 bits, which is called the information-
theoretically optimal bound.

By using any generating algorithm, we can encode the
kth generated graph into the binary representation of k,
and attain the optimal bound. However such method may
need exponential time for encoding and decoding.

On the other hand, for many applications, efficient run-
ning time for encoding and decoding is required. Thus for
various classes of graphs many coding schemes with effi-
cient running time have been proposed. Moreover, some of

✩ The preliminary version of this paper was appeared in Yamanaka and
Nakano (2008) [21].
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those coding schemes support several graph operations in
constant time. See [5–12,14,15,19].

In this paper we consider the problem for plane trian-
gulations. We wish to design a simple scheme to encode a
given plane triangulation G into a binary string SG so that
(1) SG can be efficiently decoded to reconstruct G , (2) the
length of SG is short, and (3) SG supports several graph
operations in constant time. We assume the RAM model
with word length Θ(log n).

The following results are known for the problem. Let n
be the number of vertices of a graph, and m the number
of edges. Note that for any planar triangulation m = 3n − 6
holds.

Tutte [20] showed that the information-theoretically
optimal bound is 1.08m bits for plane triangulations. How-
ever this coding scheme needs exponential time for encod-
ing.

For schemes without any query support the following
results are known. Turan [19] gave a scheme to encode a
general planar graph into 4m bits asymptotically. Keeler
and Westbrook [12] gave schemes to encode a general
planar graph into m log 12 = 3.58m bits, a triconnected
planar graph into 3m bits, and a plane triangulation into
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(3 + log 3)m/3 = 1.53m bits. He, Kao and Lu [9] gave a
scheme based on “the canonical ordering” to encode a
plane triangulation into 4m/3 − 1 bits. Poulalhon and
Schaeffer [16] gave a scheme based on a bijection with
a class of trees to encode a plane triangulation into
4m/3 bits. Bonichon et al. [4] gave a scheme to en-
code a maximal planar graph into 3.37m/3 bits. He, Kao
and Lu [10] gave a scheme to encode a triconnected
planar graph and plane triangulation with information-
theoretically optimal bounds, respectively.

For schemes with query supports the following results
are known. Jacobson [11] gave a scheme to encode trees
achieving the information-theoretically optimal bound to
within a lower order term, and still supporting some nat-
ural query operations quickly. Munro and Raman [14,15]
gave a scheme to encode a planar graph into 2m+8n+o(n)

bits with supporting adjacency and degree queries in con-
stant time. Chuang et al. [5] gave a scheme to encode a
planar graph into 2m + (5 + 1/k)n + o(n) bits, where k is
any constant, and a plane triangulation into 7n + o(n) bits.
Chiang, Lin and Lu [6,7] gave a scheme to encode a pla-
nar graph into 2m + 2n + o(n) bits. Aleardi, Devillers and
Schaeffer [1] gave the best known scheme which needs
only 4.35n + o(n) bits for each plane triangulation. How-
ever, since within o(n) bits it needs to store a complete
list of all possible triangulations having at most (log n)/4
vertices, it is theoretically nice but an implementation is
not easy. Also Aleardi, Devillers and Schaeffer [2,3] gave a
scheme to encode a plane triangulation on the topological
sphere into 3.24n + o(n) bits.

The class of plane triangulations is an important class of
graphs, since the standard representation for fine 3D mod-
els, called triangle meshes, consists of a huge amount of
vertex data and a huge size of connectivity data [17]. If
the triangle mesh is homeomorphic to a sphere then the
connectivity data is a plane triangulation.

In this paper we design a coding scheme for plane tri-
angulations. The coding scheme needs only 6n bits for each
plane triangulation, and with additional o(n) bits it sup-
ports adjacency and degree queries in O (1) time. Given a
vertex u and its neighbour v , many plane graph algorithms
need to find the “next” neighbour of u succeeding v in
clockwise order, because with this query one can trace a
face, and it is one of basic operations for plane graph algo-
rithms. Our coding scheme also supports such a clockwise
neighbour query in O (1) time.

Our encoding is based on the scheme in [6,7]. By using
a property of a realizer [18], we designed a more compact
code of plane triangulations. See an example of a realizer
in Fig. 1.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives some definitions. Section 3 introduces a realizer of a
plane triangulation. Section 4 presents our coding scheme.
In Section 5 we explain query supports. Finally Section 6 is
a conclusion.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we give some definitions.
Let G = (V , E) be a connected graph with vertex set

V and edge set E . We denote n = |V | and m = |E|. Here
Fig. 1. An example of a realizer.

| · | is the number of elements in a set. An edge connecting
vertices x and y is denoted by (x, y). The degree of a vertex
v , denoted by d(v), is the number of neighbours of v in G .

A graph is planar if it can be embedded in the plane
so that no two edges intersect geometrically except at a
vertex to which they are both incident. A plane graph is a
planar graph with a fixed planar embedding. A plane graph
divides the plane into connected regions called faces. The
unbounded face is called the outer face, and other faces are
called inner faces. We regard the contour of a face as the
clockwise cycle formed by the vertices and edges on the
boundary of the face. We denote the contour of the outer
face of plane graph G by Co(G). A vertex is an outer ver-
tex if it is on Co(G), and an inner vertex otherwise. An edge
is an outer edge if it is on Co(G), and an inner edge other-
wise. A plane graph is called a plane triangulation if each
face has exactly three edges on its contour. One can show
m = 3n − 6 holds for any plane triangulation, by Euler’s
formula: n − m + f = 2, where f is the number of faces.

3. Realizer

In this section we briefly introduce a realizer [18] of a
plane triangulation.

Let G be a plane triangulation with three outer vertices
r1, r2, r3. We can assume that r1, r2, r3 appear on Co(G) in
counterclockwise order. We denote by V I the set of inner
vertices of G .

A realizer R of G is a partition of the inner edges of G
into three edge-distinct trees T1, T2, T3 satisfying the fol-
lowing conditions (c1) and (c2). See an example in Fig. 1.

(c1) For each i ∈ {1,2,3}, Ti is a tree with vertex set V I ∪
{ri}.

(c2) For each i ∈ {1,2,3}, we regard ri as the root of Ti ,
and orient each edge in Ti from a child to its parent.
Then at each v ∈ V I the edges incident to v appear in
counterclockwise order as follows (see Fig. 2):
(1) exactly one edge in T1 leaving from v .
(2) (zero or more) edges in T3 entering into v .
(3) exactly one edge in T2 leaving from v .
(4) (zero or more) edges in T1 entering into v .
(5) exactly one edge in T3 leaving from v .
(6) (zero or more) edges in T2 entering into v .

Let G be a plane triangulation, and R = {T1, T2, T3} be
a realizer of G . Again for each i ∈ {1,2,3} we regard ri as
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Fig. 2. Edges around an inner vertex v .

the root of Ti , and orient each edge in Ti from a child to
its parent.

Then T = T3 ∪ {(r3, r1), (r3, r2)} is a spanning tree of
G with root r3. By preorder traversal of T we assign an
integer i(v) for each vertex v . See an example in Fig. 3.
Note that i(r3) = 1, i(r1) = 2 and i(r2) = n always hold.

We have the following lemma, which appeared in [7].

Lemma 1. (See [7].) (a) If e = (u, v) is an edge in T2 and orient
from u to v, then i(u) < i(v). (b) If e = (u, v) is an edge in T1
and orient from u to v, then i(u) > i(v).

Let G T be the graph derived from G by deleting all
edges in the spanning tree T . If G T has an edge (u, v) with
i(u) < i(v) then we say u is a smaller neighbour of v and
v is a larger neighbour of u.

The following lemma is immediately derived from
Lemma 1, and also claimed in [7] though it does not con-
tribute its analysis in [7, p. 934].

Lemma 2. (See [7].) (a) Each inner vertex v has at least one
smaller neighbour and at least one larger neighbour. (b) r1 has
no smaller neighbour and at least one larger neighbour. (c) r2
has at least one smaller neighbour and no larger neighbour.
(d) r3 has neither smaller nor larger neighbour.

4. Coding

In this section we give our coding scheme for plane tri-
angulations.

Let G be a plane triangulation with a realizer R =
{T1, T2, T3}. Let T = T3 ∪ {(r3, r1), (r3, r2)} be the spanning
tree of G with root r3. Assume that by preorder traversal
of T each vertex v has an integer label i(v), as explained
in the previous section. G T is the graph derived from G by
deleting all edges in T . See Fig. 3.

We first encode T into string S1, then the rest of the
graph G T into string S2. See an example in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(d).

Given an (ordered) trees T we traverse T starting at
the root with depth first manner. If we go down an edge
then we code it with ‘1’, and if we go up an edge then
we code it with ‘0’. Let S1 be the resulting bit string. The
length of S1 is 2(n − 1) bits. By regarding the ‘1’ as the
open parenthesis ‘(’ and the ‘0’ as the close parenthesis
‘)’, we can regard S1 as a sequence of balanced parenthe-
ses. See Fig. 4(a). In S1 each vertex v except the root r3
corresponds to a pair of matching ‘(’ and ‘)’. Moreover if
Fig. 3. The spanning tree and remaining edges.

i(v) = k, then v corresponds to the (k − 1)st ‘(’ and its
matching ‘)’. Note that the root r3 has no corresponding
‘(’ and ‘)’.

Next we encode G T as follows. We first copy S1 and
then replace each ‘(’ and ‘)’ by a block consisting of either
some ‘]’s or ‘[’s, as follows.

Let i(v) = k and s(v) be the set of smaller neighbours
of v . If k �= 1,2 then we replace the (k − 1)st ‘(’ by a block
consisting of |s(v)| consecutive ‘]’s. Similarly, let i(v) = k
and l(v) be the set of larger neighbours of v . If k �= 1,n
then we replace the ‘)’ which matches the (k − 1)st ‘(’
by a block consisting of |l(v)| consecutive ‘[’s. The de-
rived sequence S ′

2 consists of |S1| − 2 blocks. See Fig. 4(b).
Blocks are hatched alternately to show their boundaries.
Each block consists of one or more ‘[’s or ‘]’s by Lemma 2.
We have the following lemma.

Lemma 3. (See [7].) Let (u, v) be an edge in G T . Assume with-
out loss of generality i(u) < i(v), v is the clockwise xth neigh-
bour of u with respect to the parent of u in T , u is the coun-
terclockwise yth neighbour of v with respect to the parent of
v in T . Then in S ′

2 the (|l(u)| − x + 1)st ‘[’ in the block corre-
sponding to l(u) matches the yth ‘]’ in the block corresponding
to s(v).

Thus each pair of matching ‘[’ and ‘]’ corresponds to
an edge in G T . See Fig. 4(c). Since |s(v)| � 1 always holds
by Lemma 2, we can encode the block corresponding to
s(v) as |s(v)| − 1 consecutive ‘0’s followed by one ‘1’. See
Fig. 4(d). Similarly we encode the block corresponding to
l(v) as |l(v)| − 1 consecutive ‘0’s followed by one ‘1’. Let
S2 be the resulting string. By the encoding above we can
easily recognize the boundary of each block. Note that each
block always ends with ‘1’, and ‘1’ is always the end of a
block.

Now we estimate the length of S1 + S2. We have |S1| =
2(n − 1) and |S2| = 2(3n − 6 − (n − 1)) = 4n − 10. Thus
|S1 + S2| = 2(n − 1) + 4n − 10 = 6n − 12(= 2m).

For example the code in Fig. 4 has length |S1| + |S2| =
24 + 42 = 66 bits.

We have the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Given a plane triangulation G, we can encode G into
S1 + S2 in O (n) time, where |S1 + S2| = 6n − 12.
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Fig. 4. The code of the plane triangulation in Fig. 3.
5. Query supports

In this section we give an efficient algorithm to support
adjacency, degree, and clockwise neighbour queries in con-
stant time for each, using additional string S A of o(n) bits.
We can construct S A in O (n) time.

We first define several basic operations.
Given a bitstring, rank(p) is the number of ‘1’s up to

and including the position p, and select(i) is the position
of the ith ‘1’ in the bitstring.

Given a sequence of balanced parentheses, the follow-
ing operations are defined. Operation findclose(p) com-
putes the position of the close parenthesis that matches
the open parenthesis at position p. Operation findopen(p)

computes the position of the open parenthesis that matches
the close parenthesis at position p. Given an open paren-
thesis at position p, assume q is the position of p’s match-
ing close parenthesis, then enclose(p) is the position of the
open parenthesis which immediately encloses the pair, p
and q, of the matching parentheses. Operation wrapped(p)

computes the number of the positions ci of open paren-
theses such that enclose(ci) = p. Intuitively wrapped(p)
is the number of matching parenthesis pairs which are
immediately enclosed by the given matching parenthesis
pair. childselect(k, p) computes the position ci of kth open
parenthesis such that enclose(ci) = p. The following lem-
mas are known.

Lemma 5. (See [6,8,13–15].) (1) Given a bitstring of length
2n, using o(n) auxiliary bits, we can perform the operations
rank(p), select(i) in constant time. (2) Given a sequence of bal-
anced parentheses of length 2n, using o(n) auxiliary bits, we can
perform the operations findclose(p), findopen(p), enclose(p),
wrapped(p) and childselect(k, p) in constant time for each. We
can construct the o(n) auxiliary bits of (1) and (2) above in
O (n) time.

Our coding consists of S1, S2 and o(n) auxiliary bits.
Even though we do not store the balanced parentheses S ′

2,
given a position p, we can reconstruct the logn bits of S ′

2
starting at p in O (1) time from S1 and S2, as follows.

We precompute the following table for the reconstruc-
tion. For each possible bitstring of (log n)/4 bits (which
may appear in S2), and for each possible sequence of
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parentheses of length (log n)/4 (which may appear in S1),
we store the reconstructed sequence of ‘[’ and ‘]’ of S ′

2 of

length (log n)/4. The size of the table is 2
log n

4 × 2
log n

4 ×
logn

4 =
√

n logn
4 bits in total. Thus we need o(n) bits.

Now we explain how to reconstruct the log n bits of S ′
2

starting at p.
First we recognize the block of S2 containing the posi-

tion p. Since the preceding block ends at select(rank(p −
1)), the block containing p starts at select(rank(p − 1)) +
1, and ends at select(rank(p − 1) + 1) in S2. Remember
each block consists of consecutive ‘0’s followed by one ‘1’.
Then we find the corresponding ‘(’ or ‘)’ in S1 locating
at rank(p − 1) + 1 + 1. Note that S2 has no block corre-
sponding to s(r1), so we need one more “+1”. Then by
checking the suitable entry of the table above with a pair
of keys consisting of (1) the (log n)/4 bits of S2 starting at
p and (2) the sequence of parentheses of length (log n)/4
of S1 starting at rank(p − 1) + 2, we can reconstruct the
(log n)/4 bits of S ′

2 starting at p. Those computations need
only O (1) time in total.

By repeating this four times for p, p + (log n)/4,
p + 2(log n)/4, p + 3(log n)/4, we can reconstruct the log n
bits of S ′

2 starting at p in O (1) time.
Thus we can reconstruct designated log n bits of S ′

2 on
the fly, so we can regard as if we also have S ′

2 in our cod-
ing, and we can perform the operations for S ′

2 in O (1)

time.
Now we can solve an adjacency query in constant time

as follows.
Given two integers a and b we are going to decide

whether G has an edge (u, v) such that i(u) = a and i(v) =
b. We first check whether (u, v) ∈ T , then (u, v) ∈ G T . We
explain the detail of each step.

Step 1 ([6,7]): (u, v) ∈ T .

For convenience we regard that S1 is enclosed by
a pair of parentheses corresponding to r3 for operation
enclose(p).

We assume that a < b without loss of generality. Now
select(a − 1) is the position of ‘(’ which corresponds to u
and enclose(select(b − 1)) is the position of ‘(’ which cor-
responds to the parent of v . Thus (u, v) ∈ T if and only if
select(a−1) = enclose(select(b−1)) in S1 and we can check
this in constant time. Note that since the root r3 has no
corresponding ‘(’ thus we need “−1” above. Also note that
for select(p) we regard S1 as a bitstring, and for enclose(p)

we regard S1 as a sequence of balanced parentheses.

Step 2: (u, v) ∈ G T .

We assume that a < b without loss of generality. (The
other case is similar.) By Lemma 3, (u, v) ∈ G T if and only
if some ‘[’ in the block corresponding to l(u) matches some
‘]’ in the block corresponding to s(v). We can check this as
follows.

We can recognize the block corresponding to l(u) in
S2 as follows [7]. First q = findclose(select(a − 1)) in S1
is the position of ‘)’ corresponding to u in S1. Since the
block corresponding to l(u) is the (q − 1)st block in S2,
Fig. 5. Illustration for the adjacency query.

it starts at position su = select(q − 2) + 1 in S2 and ends
at eu = select(q − 1) in S2. Note that S2 has no block cor-
responding to s(r1), where i(r1) = 2, thus we need “−1”
above. Similarly we can recognize the block corresponding
to s(v), and assume that the block starts at position sv and
ends at ev .

If findclose(su) is located among the block correspond-
ing to s(v) in S2, as shown in Fig. 5(a), then (u, v) ∈ G T .
Otherwise, if findclose(su) < sv in S2, then (u, v) /∈ G T . See
Fig. 5(b). Otherwise, findclose(su) > ev in S2 always holds.
If findopen(ev) is located among the block corresponding
to l(u) in S2, then (u, v) ∈ G T . See Fig. 5(c). Otherwise
findopen(ev) > eu always holds in S2, and (u, v) /∈ G T . See
Fig. 5(d). Thus we can decide whether (u, v) ∈ G T in con-
stant time.

Also one can solve a degree query in constant time [7],
as follows.

Given a vertex v we first count the neighbours in T ,
then the neighbours in G T . The sum of them is the degree.

First we count the neighbours in T as follows.
If i(v) = 1, then the number nT of neighbours in T is

the number of matching parenthesis pairs which are not
enclosed by any matching parenthesis pairs in S1. For con-
venience we regard that S1 is enclosed by a pair of paren-
theses corresponding to r3, and compute nT by so-called
“wrapped(select(0))” in S1. Note that if i(v) = 1 then v is
the root and has no parent in T .

Otherwise, the number is 1 + wrapped(select(i(v) − 1))

in S1.
Then we count the neighbours in G T as follows. If we

can recognize the blocks corresponding to s(v) and l(v)

in S2, then the number is |s(v)| + |l(v)|.
If i(v) = 1 then |s(v)| + |l(v)| = 0. If i(v) = 2 then

|s(v)| = 0. If i(v) = n then |l(v)| = 0. Otherwise, we can
recognize the blocks corresponding to s(v) and l(v) as
above, and compute the number in constant time.
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Thus we can compute the degree of a given vertex in
constant time.

Now we explain about a clockwise neighbour query.
Given two vertices u and its neighbour v , the neighbour
of u succeeding v in clockwise order is called the clockwise
neighbour of u with respect to v , and denoted by cn(u, v).
We can compute cn(u, v) in constant time, as follows.

Let e = (u, cn(u, v)) be the edge between u and cn(u, v).
Assume i(u) = a and i(v) = b. We have two cases.

Case 1: (u, v) ∈ T .

We have two subcases.

Case 1(a): i(u) > i(v) holds.

Now v is the parent of u in T . If i(u) = n, then u = r2,
v = r3 and cn(u, v) = r1. Otherwise e corresponds to the
last ‘[’ in the block corresponding to l(u) and its match-
ing ‘]’. See Fig. 6(a). With the similar method for an adja-
cency query we can find the block corresponding to l(u)

and then cn(u, v) in constant time.

Case 1(b): i(u) < i(v) holds.

Now v is a child of u. If v is the kth child of u in T
from the left for some k � 2, then cn(u, v) corresponds to
the (k−1)st child of u. Therefore cn(u, v) corresponds to ‘)’
at select(b − 1) − 1 in S1 and its matching ‘(’ in S1. See
Fig. 6(b). If v is the first child of u, cn(u, v) corresponds
to the last ‘]’ in the block corresponding to s(u) and its
matching ‘[’. Therefore we can find cn(u, v) in constant
time with the similar method above. Note that v is the
first child of u if and only if select(b − 1)− 1 = select(a − 1)

in S1, and we can check it in constant time.

Case 2: (u, v) ∈ G T .

We assume that a > b without loss of generality. (The
other case is similar.)

In this case (u, v) corresponds to some ‘[’ in the block
corresponding to l(v) and some ‘]’ in the block correspond-
ing to s(u).

We assume that (u, v) corresponds to the xth ‘[’ in the
block corresponding to l(v) and yth ‘]’ in the block corre-
sponding to s(u). Now we have the following lemma.

Lemma 6. Either x = 1 or y = |s(u)| holds.

Proof. Otherwise, the blocks corresponding to l(v) and
s(u) contain one more pair of matching ‘[’ and ‘]’, which
immediately encloses the matching ‘[’ and ‘]’ correspond-
ing to (u, v). This means G has one more edge between
u and v . This contradicts the fact that G has no multi-
edge. �

We have two subcases.

Case 2(a): x = 1 holds.
Fig. 6. Illustration for Case 1.

Fig. 7. Illustration for Case 2.

An edge (u, v) corresponds to the first ‘[’ in the block
corresponding to l(v) and its matching ‘]’ in S

′
2. Let p be

the position of the ‘]’ in S ′
2. See Fig. 7.

If the block corresponding to s(u) does not start at
p, then e corresponds to the ‘]’ at position p − 1 and its
matching ‘[’ at position, say q. Let w be the vertex such
that its block in the block corresponding to l(w) contains
the ‘[’ at q. Now cn(u, v) = w . By computing rank(q) + 2
on S2 we can find the position in S1 of ‘)’ corresponding
to w , then its matching ‘(’.

If the block corresponding to s(u) starts at p, then
cn(u, v) is the parent of u in T . Thus we can compute
cn(u, v) by an enclose operation in S1 in constant time.

Case 2(b): y = |s(u)|.

Similar to Case 2(a) and hence omitted.
By the above case-by-case analysis, we can compute

cn(u, v) in constant time.
With a help of childselect(k, p) in Lemma 5, we can find

the kth child of a given vertex in a tree in constant time
using o(n) auxiliary bits, and with this query we can also
support “a generalized clockwise neighbour query”, which
finds the clockwise kth neighbour of u with respect to v
in constant time.

We have the following theorem.

Theorem 7. Given S1 + S2 , using o(n) auxiliary bits, one can
compute adjacency, degree, generalized clockwise neighbour
queries in O (1) time for each. One can construct the auxiliary
bits in O (n) time.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we designed a coding scheme for plane
triangulations. The coding scheme is simple and needs
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only 6n bits for each plane triangulation. Also with ad-
ditional o(n) bits it supports adjacency, degree, and gen-
eralized clockwise neighbour queries in constant time for
each.
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